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SECTION 1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
Hauraki District Council provides infrastructure for the land drainage activity in conjunction with the Waikato Regional
Council. The land drainage network is comprised of pump stations, stopbanks, flood gates and land drains. In general
assets are classified as flood protection (primary) or drainage (secondary) assets where Waikato Regional Council own the
flood protection assets and Hauraki District Council own the drainage assets. The land drainage service is provided to over
47,000 ha of highly productive pastoral land and the activity aims primarily to ensure the productive capability of the land.
The Land Drainage Asset Management Plan is a tactical, infrastructure plan that gives effect to a range of other strategic
planning documents including Council’s strategic direction, 2018 Long Term Plan and 30 Year Infrastructure Strategy. This
Asset Management Plan demonstrates how Council’s goals will be achieved through effective sustainable management
of land drainage infrastructure assets. The Asset Management Plan is a central document that is linked to the other
strategic documents both internally at Council and externally with its key stakeholders. Asset management is a key
business function for Council. This Asset Management Plan forms the basis for inputs into the 2018 Long Term Plan and
Infrastructure Strategy as required by the Local Government Act 2002.
Levels of Service
Council aims to provide environmentally sound infrastructure management for land drainage services to deliver levels of
service in a sustainable and safe manner over the long term. Council recognises that there is a wide range of customers
and stakeholders with an interest in how land drainage infrastructure is managed, the most significant group of which is
the farmers on the Plains. The Long Term Plan process is the primary mechanism for determining and agreeing levels of
service and costs with the community and stakeholders.
The levels of service for the land drainage activity are outlined in Section 3 of this Asset Management Plan and are
summarised in Table 1-1.
Table 1-1: Service level summary
Community Outcomes

Key service attribute

Level of service

Prepared Hauraki

Safety – flood protection

Pasture protection is provided

Quality - reliability

To provide reliable land drainage networks

Responsiveness

Timely response to customer requests

Future Demand
The anticipated increase in the population of the Hauraki District is not expected to impact demand on the land drainage
infrastructure. The primary function of the land drainage activity is to provide and protect arable land. This function is not
affected by changes in the urban environment which impact the stormwater activity. Moreover, changes in
imperviousness on farming and rural properties which would typically affect runoff are considered negligible compared
to the capacity of the land drainage infrastructure.
Lifecycle Management Plan
In general flood protection assets are managed by the Waikato Regional Council. However, Council manage the flood
protection assets through Waitakaruru-Miranda region. These assets under Council’s control in this area are one pump
station, 16 flood gates and 50km of stop banks. Drainage assets managed by Council include 650km of land drains, 42km
of stop banks, 107 flood gates and 5 pump stations.
Council is now moving to a more proactive and risk based renewal approach. The 2018 Asset Management Plan signals
the change in the renewal approach and it is recognised that it will take time to develop a sound renewal programme.
The programme will be based on analysis of repair histories and taking into account criticality, material type and other
factors. This will be supplemented with increased asset planning activities in the next three years including data analysis,
collecting asset condition information and site verification.
Risk Management
Risk management is an inherent part of Council’s overall management philosophy and is incorporated into all
infrastructure practices. Risk is managed through development and on-going review of activity risk assessments, as well
as through emergency response planning, contingency planning, routine monitoring and maintenance response.
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The review of the activity as part of the development of the Asset Management Plan identified the following highest risks:
x

Public safety is jeopardised through administrative failure

x

Infrastructure (culverts and outlet structures) becomes inundated and can no longer function as intended

x

Poor or incomplete asset management practices including Asset Management Plan lifecycle management plans
(LCMP) and asset condition assessments

x

Infrastructure failure e.g. stop bank, flood gate or pump station causing evacuation of communities and / or
damage to property or pasture.

Financial Forecast Summary
The land drainage assets are valued at $27.3 million in total (as at 30 June 2017).
The total amount of expenditure for operations, maintenance and capital for the land drainage activity over the next ten
years is $13 million as shown in Figure 1-1. This shows that the total annual operational costs are about $1 million per
annum and makes up most of the total forecast at 83 per cent.
1,200,000

Financial forecasts ($)

1,000,000

800,000

600,000

400,000

200,000

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28
OPEX

CAPEX renewals

CAPEX new works

Figure 1-1: Summary of land drainage total ten-year expenditure forecast
Source: LTP budgets (uninflated as at 12 December 2017 for capital and as at 11 January 2018 for opex)
Improvement Plan and Monitoring
The improvement opportunities described in this section have been identified throughout the development of this Asset
Management Plan. The most significant gaps were found in the life cycle management and renewals planning and risk
management asset management areas. The main improvement projects to be achieved in the next three years due to
their priority and importance for achieving intermediate improvement for the land drainage activity include:
x

Develop a Service Level Agreement with the Waikato Regional Council so there are clear documented roles and
responsibilities including emergency response planning and any maintenance work undertaken by Council as a
management fee

x

Schedule the maintenance inspection dates as required by the asset criticality and good practice

x

Develop a risk based land drainage renewal programme taking into account criticality, repair histories, and other
factors

x

Develop an Emergency Response Plan jointly with the Waikato Regional Council for the land drainage activity.
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SECTION 2: INTRODUCTION
2.1 OVERVIEW
2.1.1 ASSETS INCLUDED IN THIS PLAN
The land drainage network is comprised of pump stations, stopbanks, flood gates and land drains. In general assets are
classified as flood protection (primary) or drainage (secondary) assets where Waikato Regional Council (WRC) own the
flood protection assets and Hauraki District Council (Council) own the drainage assets (refer to Figure 2-1). The land
drainage service is provided to over 47,000 ha of highly productive pastoral land and the activity aims primarily to ensure
the productive capability of the land.

Figure 2-1 Flood protection versus drainage assets

FLOOD PROTECTION ASSETS
The majority of the flood protection service in the Hauraki District is provided by the WRC except in the northwest part of
the District (Waitakaruru to Miranda) where it is provided by Hauraki District Council. Flood protection assets provide
direct protection from river and tidal flooding and include stopbanks, floodgates and pump stations.

DRAINAGE ASSETS
The drainage service is provided by the Council in four drainage districts these secondary assets collect runoff from their
catchment areas and convey it to the primary flood protection assets. The four drainage districts are:
1.

The Western Plains Drainage District which lies between the Piako River and State Highway 27, from the Firth
of Thames to the District boundary with Matamata-Piako District Council.

2.

The Eastern Plains Drainage District which lies between the Piako River and the Waihou River, from the Firth of
Thames to the District boundary with Matamata-Piako District Council.

3.

The Paeroa Rural Drainage District which comprises three smaller former drainage districts east of the Waihou
River. The former districts were the Komata North, Opukeko and Tirohia Rotokohu drainage districts.

4.

Taramaire Drainage District is a small drainage district south of Kaiaua.

Figure 2-2 shows an overview of the extent of the drainage and flood protection districts.
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Figure 2-2: Map of Hauraki drainage and flood protection districts
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2.1.2 PURPOSE OF THIS PLAN
The land drainage activity is a core service of Hauraki District Council. Our land drainage networks provide an essential
service to the communities we serve. They need to ensure the safe removal of surface water, minimise both the risk of
flooding and the duration properties remain flooded to ensure the productive capability of the District’s pastoral land is
maintained.
Land drainage also ensures transport and communication networks are operable and the risk to human life in the urban
communities of the District is minimised. The networks we manage are capital-intensive and have long lives. Ours is a
stewardship role that relies on effective and efficient long-term asset planning and investment. This Asset Management
Plan (AMP) outlines our long-term strategy for the land drainage network under Council’s management.
While required by the Local Government Act (LGA), the AMP is an essential part of the Council’s planning and investment
framework. It is used as the reference point to inform the Long Term Plan (LTP) and 30-year Infrastructure Strategy. In
addition, the AMP demonstrates to our stakeholders, including our regulators and customers, the effectiveness of our
asset management (AM) decision-making processes.
The plan covers a period from 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2028, with a particular focus on the work programmes planned for
the next three to five years. It reflects Council’s focus on achieving an optimal balance between the key elements of AM,
which are service levels, cost and risk. As it is a working document, the AMP also describes the areas where we believe
our asset management processes, systems and data can be improved.
This plan has been written to provide the information required for good AM planning as set out in:
x

LGA 2002 Schedule 10 and amendments

x

Office of the Auditor General industry advice notes and reports

x

International Infrastructure Management Manual (IIMM) 2015, published by New Zealand Asset Management
Support (NAMS).

2.1.3 HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The history of the development of the Hauraki Plains from kahikatea swamps and peat bogs to the highly productive
pasture of today dates back to the early 20th century. Historically the Hauraki Plains acted as a sponge, absorbing the flood
flows from the Piako and Waihou River systems without clear catchment boundaries. The flood waters were released
slowly back to their nominal channels and eventually to the Firth of Thames. Several acts, including the Hauraki Plains Act
(1908), and the Land Drainage Act (1908) promoted development of drainage schemes based on the Districts two major
river systems and formation of localised drainage boards.
Drainage development was based on locally formed drainage boards with responsibility for the construction and
maintenance of drainage networks which delivered runoff to the rivers via the river scheme outlets. In areas outside of
river scheme responsibility, flood protection assets were also constructed by the drainage boards. These assets were
constructed to varying standards; in the case of stopbanks often no more than roughly shaped spoil heaps from drain
excavation and maintenance activities.
In time the responsibility for the two Rivers’ schemes was taken over by the Hauraki Catchment Board (now WRC). The
Board promoted the Piako River Scheme in the 1960s, which upgraded and reconstructed the flood protection assets of
the Piako, Waitoa, and Awaiti catchments, and included the Firth of Thames foreshore from Waitakaruru to the Kopu
Bridge on the Waihou River. An artificial catchment boundary was struck between the two rivers from Tirohia north to
Orongo. Construction of pump stations supplemented the existing and upgraded floodgated outlets.
There are no flood protection assets on the major streams, or the Firth of Thames foreshore.

2.1.4 GEOLOGY
The Waikato River once flowed through the Hinuera Valley. Over time, the Hauraki Basin filled up with pumice, driftwood,
mud and gravel. The Basin was full of mangroves and was a dense forest of Kahikatea. Most of the land was raw peat,
varying in depth from a metre to more than twenty metres. After earth movements, the Waikato River changed path and
the Waihou and Piako Rivers were formed. These two rivers carried silt out into the Firth of Thames or Tikapa.
Over drainage of peat soils can result in shrinkage and loss of soil structure. A significant factor is the subsidence of ground
levels resulting from the consolidation of the peat lands. Estimates of the rate of subsidence are between 20mm to 50mm
per year. The consolidation is caused by the oxidation of the peat in the absence of water.
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2.2 STRATEGIC LINKAGES
2.2.1 OUR MISSION
It is the Council’s mission to:
x

Actively provide leadership to and advocate for the community

x

Provide good quality infrastructure, services and regulatory functions

x

Foster open-minded and two-way communication with the community

x

Ensure the sustainable use and management of resources.

…for the benefit of all who live in, work in and visit the Hauraki District.
The mission is supported by six Community Outcomes as follows:
x

Prepared Hauraki

x

Progress Hauraki

x

Kotahitangi Hauraki

x

Interactive Hauraki

x

Lifestyle Hauraki

x

Sustainable Hauraki.

These six Community Outcomes are considered by Council as part its decision-making processes. Prepared Hauraki is the
most relevant for infrastructure. The relationship of the AMPs with Council’s mission and Community Outcomes is shown
in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3: Strategic planning framework
The LTP and Annual Plan set the funding and expenditure priorities to support Council’s mission. The AMP is a central
document that is linked to the other strategic documents both internally at Council and externally with its key
stakeholders. Asset management is a key business function for Council. This AMP forms the basis for providing inputs into
the LTP as required by the LGA 2002.
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2.2.2 STRATEGIC GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF ASSET OWNERSHIP
In respect of meeting the land drainage needs of the community, the Council’s land drainage strategic goals and objectives
are summarised as follows:
Strategic Goals
x

x

Objectives

To provide drainage systems to help
preserve and enhance the productivity
of the land in a sustainable manner by
the effective management of the water
table.
To provide flood protection to help
preserve and enhance the productivity
of the land in a sustainable manner by
the effective management of the
impacts of extreme weather events
which cause river or stream flooding,
and extreme tidal events.

x

To demonstrate that our asset management strategies are carried
out at an appropriate level for the Hauraki community;

x

To outline how Council will meet its legal and regulatory obligations
both as a local District Council and as operator of the public Land
Drainage network;

x

To ensure and demonstrate that the Council has applied a longterm view in respect of environmental and financial sustainability;

x

To provide substantiated financial forecasts and projections
demonstrating financial stewardship of the Land Drainage assets
that Hauraki District Council manages on behalf of the community;

x

To promote and carry out a continuous improvement process that
identifies both need an opportunity for improvements in the
management and operation of the Land Drainage activity.

2.3 KEY ISSUES
The key issues Council is managing as part of the land drainage activity are summarised in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Key issues summary
Key Issues

Potential Impacts

Refer to AMP Section

Unclear ownership of assets between
Council and WRC.

Insufficient maintenance may result in
asset failure and ponding of pastoral
land.

Section 5.2 Asset Details

Sea level rise.

Stop bank appropriateness.

Section 5.3 Asset creation

2.4 NEGATIVE EFFECTS
The land drainage activity provides safe and effective drainage but also may have negative effects particularly on the
environment. These effects are managed through a variety of processes, summarised Table 2-2.
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Landowners support land retirement in appropriate
locations and circumstances

Sustainable farming

Job creation

Income generation

National contribution

Ensures transport and communication corridors

Reduced flooding risk and associated rehabilitation
and recovery costs

Has created a pioneering history and intergenerational heritage

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Job creation

Creation of communities

Creation of communities

Enhance lifestyle

Job creation

Ensures transport and communication corridors

Preserves farming succession

Ensures transport and communication corridors

Continuation of employment

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Ensures transport and communication corridors

Ensures transport and communication corridors

x

x

Sustainable community populations

Creates viable, healthy land

x

x

Enhancement of quality of life

x

x

Reduced flooding risk

x

Positive

Table 2-2: Summary of negative effects

Environmental

Economic

Cultural

Social

Future Generations

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Legislation changes and consequent cost

Employment options limited

Employment options limited

Intensive farming negates diversity options

Lost or destroyed historic environment

Intensive farming negates diversity options

Increased maintenance and pumping costs

Some productive land lost to drainage channels

Transport activities increase pollution

Pollution with fertilisers and other pollution

Reduction of bio-diversity

Peat shrinkage and lowering of water table

Loss of natural wetland habitat

Negative

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Investigate supportive business options
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Record and preserve historic accounts of land
drainage activities

Spread rate charges over whole of catchment

Investigate efficient equipment

Drain sizes optimised

Drain sizes optimised

Education and monitoring

Nutrient balancing

Retirement of marginal land

Creation of specific reserves

Mitigation

SECTION 3: LEVELS OF SERVICE
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Council aims to provide safe and affordable land drainage to deliver the levels of service (LOS) in a sustainable manner
over the long term. This section defines the LOS or the qualities of the service that the Council intends to deliver and the
measures used for monitoring. The adopted LOS supports the Council’s strategic goals and is based on user expectations
and statutory requirements as well as integration with national and regional strategies.

3.2 CUSTOMERS AND STAKEHOLDERS
Good knowledge of stakeholder values and drivers is essential for an effective, efficient and safe land drainage activity.
Table 3-1 shows the key customers and main stakeholders involved in the land drainage activity and their specific areas
of interest.
Table 3-1: Key customers and stakeholders
Segment

Area of interest

Customers
The community - citizens

Interested in safe and effective land drainage management.

Agricultural land owners

These customers are particularly concerned with the efficacy and reliability of the
land drainage network to ensure minimal damage to pastoral land.

External stakeholders
Iwi

It is a requirement to consult with Iwi for the majority of resource consent
applications due to the cultural effects of abstracting water / discharging wastewater
and stormwater from and to the natural environment, and the impact on cultural
values and beliefs.
Interested in co-management of water sources.

Environmental groups

Interested in improvement to the natural environment and efficiency initiatives.

Waikato Regional Council (WRC)

WRC issues and monitors the resource consents for all land drainage installations
under a set of resource consent conditions.
WRC are also interested in the interface between their flood protection assets and
Council’s drainage assets.

Government agencies (Office of the Auditor
General, Audit New Zealand, Ministry of
Local Government, Department of Internal
Affairs, Ministry of Civil Defence and
Emergency Management (CDEM), Ministry
for the Environment

Interested in the prudent management of the land drainage activity.

Internal stakeholders
Mayor and Councillors

Strategic outcomes and rates impact.
Customer satisfaction.

Construction and Maintenance (C & M)
Business Unit

Certainty and continuity of work programmes.

3.3 LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
The key legislation affecting the levels of service provided by the land drainage activity is mainly through the LGA as
summarised in Table 3-2. Land drainage in Hauraki District was originally established following the creation of the Land
Drainage Act, 1908. Part 1 of the LGA 2002 saw a change in the schedule for the Land Drainage activity.
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Table 3-2: Legislative requirements
Legislation

Requirement

Local Government Act
(LGA) 2002

This Act requires local authorities to:
x

describe the activities of the local authority

x

provide a long-term focus for the decisions and activities

x

prepare a LTP, at least every three years.

A key purpose of the LGA is the role of local authorities in meeting the current and future needs of
communities for good-quality local infrastructure, local public services, and performance of regulatory
functions in a way that is most cost-effective for households and businesses.
AMPs are the main method of demonstrating Schedule 10 requirements.
The 30-year Infrastructure Strategy is a requirement of section 101B of the LGA. This strategy requires
Council to take a long term look at the delivery of its services to assess where there are hidden
investment gaps or affordability issues beyond the ten-year horizon. This strategy provides the strategic
direction and context for the AMP. The AMP informs the Infrastructure Strategy of the asset issues and
provides the technical information and evidence for the long-term investment programmes.
The legislation sets out a range of obligations, restrictions and powers, including requiring local
authorities to assess their communities' needs for water, and wastewater and sanitary services, and
placing an obligation on local authorities to provide water services to ensure continued public ownership
of water services (Parts 7-9 and 11).
Section 17A requires that Councils review the cost effectiveness of the way they deliver their services to
ensure they meet the needs of communities. This service delivery review looks at the governance,
funding and delivery of infrastructure, services or regulatory functions, and requires consideration of
alternative delivery models including (but not limited to) in-house by council, by another local authority,
by a council-controlled organisation, or by another person or agency. These reviews are an ongoing
requirement and must be undertaken at least every six years.
Council completed a Section 17A review of the water supply and wastewater activities in 2016. The land
drainage activity is due to be scheduled for review in 2018.
Civil
Defence
Emergency
Management Act 2002
(CDEM)

The CDEM requires lifeline utilities to function at their fullest possible extent during and after an
emergency and to have plans for such functioning (business continuity plans).

Health and Safety at
Work Act 2015

The Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 (HSWA) is New Zealand’s workplace health and safety law. The
Act sets out the principles, duties and rights in relation to workplace health and safety.
Under HSWA, a person conducting a business or undertaking (PCBU) must look after the health and
safety of its workers and any other workers it influences or directs. The business or undertaking is also
responsible for the health and safety of other people at risk from its work including customers, visitors,
or the general public. This is called the ‘primary duty of care’.

Resource Management
Act (RMA) 1991

The RMA is the key legislation that sets out how we should manage our environment. The RMA is relevant
to the land drainage activity as land and watercourses that Council discharges water to are a valuable
natural resource that needs to be protected against significant negative effects. The RMA contains
provisions that relate to the discharging of water and water quality and sets the planning framework for
resource management in New Zealand.

The impact of specific NPS is as follows:
x

NPS on Urban Development Capacity - This NPS provides direction to decision-makers under the RMA on planning
for urban environments. It covers development capacity for both housing and business, to recognise that mobility
and connectivity between both are important to achieving well-functioning urban environments. The NPS does
not apply to Council as the District does not have an urban environment over 10,000 people.
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3.4 STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
The primary documents that guide service standards for the land drainage activity are summarised in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3: Key land drainage standards and guidelines
Standard /Guideline
Water New Zealand
Practice
Guidelines
Technical Documents

Description
Best
and

Water New Zealand is a national not-for-profit sector organisation that provides best practice
guidelines in the provision of water services. The guidelines include (but are not limited to)
modelling, standards for treatment plants and water loss calculations, guides for occupational
health and safety and underground utilities-seismic assessment and design guidelines.
They also coordinate national performance benchmarking on an annual basis. Council
participates in the annual benchmarking to allow it to compare its performance with other small
District Councils in its peer group (currently excludes land drainage).

AM Policy 2017

This policy gives guidance and direction on the development AMPs and sets the appropriate level
of AM Maturity Index for each asset or activity. The policy sets out seven objectives for AM
planning and practices, and has assessed the land drainage asset / activity as having an
intermediate Asset Maturity Index.

Council Bylaws – Part 7 of the
Consolidated Bylaw – Land
Drainage

The purpose of the land drainage bylaw is to control and protect land drainage works vested in or
under the management or jurisdiction of the Council.

Hauraki
District
Council
Engineering Manual 2010

The Engineering Manual sets out the required standards for any engineering work undertaken
within the Hauraki District Council area. This manual is to be read in conjunction with the
Hamilton City Development Manual Volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4 (August 2010).

3.5 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Community engagement on developing levels of service for land drainage services used the following main consultation
initiatives:
x

Annual resident satisfaction surveys

x

Levels of Service Review 2008

x

Service request response levels

x

Farmer expectations.

3.5.1 WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO THE COMMUNITY
The level of service review in 2008 concluded that the following five aspects of the land drainage service were identified
as those of greatest importance to the community, and are still considered relevant in this plan:
x

Council provides land drainage services at agreed levels of service

x

Land Drainage services meet regulatory requirements

x

Protection is provided to the community and the environment

x

Pasture protection is provided

x

Timely response to customer requests.

This LOS review has been taken into account in developing the LOS for the 2018 AMP.

3.6 SERVICE LEVEL SUMMARY
The land drainage LOS have been developed based on:
x

Statutory requirements

x

Public health and safety

x

Strategic goals

x

User service expectations.

The performance measures will be achieved through the delivery of our capital and operational works programmes. The
LOS and performance measures for the land drainage activity are summarised in Table 3-4. A full description of LOS
targets, measures and metadata over the next ten years is included in Appendix 9.1.
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To provide reliable
land drainage
networks
Timely response to
customer requests

Quality reliability

Responsiveness

Pasture protection is
provided

Level of service

Non-urgent service requests

Urgent service requests

Where the Council responds to a service request
regarding the Council’s Land Drainage and Flood
Protection systems, the following median
response times measured for:

Percentage of affected customers satisfied with the
Land Drainage and Flood Protection services

Number of properties still ponding after 3 days
from a 1 in 10-year event or less (impacting the
pasture)

(such as this plan, annual works program or longterm plan)

The major flood protection and control works that
are maintained, repaired and renewed to the key
standards defined in Council’s relevant planning
documents

How we will measure our performance

Customer

Customer

Customer

Mandatory

Performance
measure type

2 working days

1 hour

Not achieved

(Survey results
expected)

New measure

(see note 1)

Unable to
measure

Baseline
(current
performance for
2016/17)

2 working days

1 hour

<2 hours

72%

0

100%
completion of
annual works
programme

Current Year
2017/8 Target

2 working days

1 hour

<2 hours

72%

0

100%
completion of
annual works
programme

2018/19 Target
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3. Non urgent service requests are all other service requests apart from urgent ones, where the response required are not that immediate e.g. normal maintenance or corrective
action required

2. Urgent service requests are defined as requests when emergency actions are required to protect people from injury and/or adverse health and safety consequences and assets
from serious damage.

1. Adverse weather conditions has not allowed the necessary surveying work to proceed. The work is set to start as soon as weather / ground conditions improve.

Notes:

We provide ongoing
safe, well-managed
and
maintained
core infrastructure

x

Safety – flood
protection

We provide a range
of services and
facilities to meet
our District's needs
and expectations
for
a
safe
environment

Prepared Hauraki:

x

Key
service
attribute

Community Outcomes

Table 3-4 Land drainage service level summary

SECTION 4: FUTURE DEMAND
4.1 OVERVIEW
This section describes how the Hauraki District is developing and the approach Council will take to manage the effects of
growth on the land drainage activity. This section also presents the demand factors that impact on the land drainage
activity and how we will plan for changes in demand.

4.2 DISTRICT GROWTH AND DEMAND
The anticipated increase in the population of the Hauraki District is not expected to impact demand on the land drainage
infrastructure. The primary function of the land drainage activity is to protect arable land; this function is not affected by
changes in the urban environment which impact the stormwater activity. Moreover, changes in imperviousness on
farming and rural properties which would typically affect runoff are considered negligible compared to the capacity of the
land drainage infrastructure.

4.3 DEMAND MANAGEMENT PLAN
A demand management plan as related to population growth and expectations is not required due to the very low impact
of population change on demand for this service. Meeting expectations, specifically maintaining levels of service for the
protection of the District’s pastoral lands is covered under Section 3 Levels of Service.

4.4 ASSUMPTIONS
The key growth and demand assumptions are as follows:
x

Population projections are based on high growth scenario in accordance with Council’s growth model (Rationale,
May 2017)

x

Projections have been based on Council’s 2018 LTP briefing paper Growth Projections Summary (as at May 2017).
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SECTION 5: LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The objective of lifecycle management is the management of assets from conception to disposal whilst meeting LOS,
minimising risk and whole of life costs. Council delivers land drainage services to deliver the LOS defined in Section 3 in
the most cost effective way over the life of the asset. Council’s AM approach is the appropriate balance between LOS,
risk and cost as shown below.
Level of service
Cost and funding

AMP

Risk

Council’s lifecycle management strategy is to maximise the useful and economic lives of its assets in order to reduce the
cost of the land drainage service to the community. The primary factors considered in managing the District’s assets to
maximise their service lives are:
x

The consequential risks of an asset failing

x

Protection of pasture to maintain arable land on the Plains.

5.2 ASSET DETAILS
District’s land drainage assets summary
Despite flood protection assets belonging to the WRC in the majority of instances, Council own the flood protection assets
in Waitakaruru-Miranda. The land drainage assets for which Council are responsible are as shown in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1 District wide number of assets
Flood protection assets

Drainage assets

Asset name

Quantity

Asset name

Quantity

Stopbanks

50 km

Stopbanks

42 km

Pump stations

1

Pump stations

5

Flood gates

16

Flood gates

107

Land drains

650 km

Source: AssetFinda, December 2017

5.3 ASSET CONDITION
Asset condition is an important determinant for Council's asset renewal planning. However, historically there was limited
understanding of the asset condition of the network. Council is now moving to a more proactive and risk based approach
with managing its land drainage network (refer to Section 5.7 Renewal Plan).
There will be increased asset planning activities in the next three years including data analysis, collecting asset condition
information and site verification to inform the asset renewal programme.
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5.4 CRITICAL ASSETS
Critical assets are those that cannot fail as their failure would result in unacceptable consequences.
The criticality criteria are summarised in Table 5-2 and are based upon the potential unmitigated consequence if the asset
were to fail. Assigning the criticality based upon the unmitigated consequence serves to ensure that asset management
practices provide appropriate warning to manage and mitigate these risks. The criticality grading criteria are related to
the number of people directly and indirectly affected; and the potential duration of supply interruption if repair work
were to experience difficulty.
Table 5-2: Asset Criticality Grading Criteria
Assigned Criticality

Potential Unmitigated Consequence of Failure
(Assuming that repair work experiences difficulty)

Very high criticality

Failure of the asset is unacceptable.

High criticality

Significant and widespread consequences of failure, such as:
Servicing 500 or more people with potential for a repair to take 8-hours or more;
Potential disruption to the activities of 1000 or more people for more than 8-hours;
Significant potential for damage to multiple buildings.

Medium criticality

More than minor consequences of failure, such as:
Servicing 100 or more people with potential for a repair to take 8-hours or more;
Servicing 500 or more people with potential for a repair to take 4-hours or more;
Potential disruption to the activities of:
100 or more people for 8-hours or more;
500 or more people for over 4 hours;
Significant potential for damage to one or more habitable buildings.

Low criticality

Isolated impacts from failure, such as:
Potential disruption to the activities of less than 100 people or more for 8-hours or more;
Low potential to damage buildings.

Very low criticality

Minimal impacts from failure, such as:
Minor or no disruption to the community.

5.5 ASSET PERFORMANCE
Performance relates to the ability of an asset to provide a required level of service to the customer. For land drainage,
this relates to the flood protection provided.

5.5.1 STRATEGY
Hauraki has adopted a primarily performance based asset monitoring approach. Outside of the asset condition monitoring
described within the Lifespan Management Strategy asset condition monitoring and assessment has been encapsulated
within the level of service performance criteria, with the following target:
x

Land drainage infrastructure protects the District’s arable land.

The levels of service also specify more traditional measures of performance, including: customer satisfaction and
acceptable response times.

5.5.2 MONITORING PERFORMANCE
The customer service requests database is also used to monitor the performance of the network. The customer service
requests are reported on regularly, to Council.
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5.6 OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PLAN
Operational and maintenance activities are currently primarily reactive and are instigated by complaints or feedback from
farmers who rely on the functioning of the land drainage assets.
Proactive activities undertaken by Council are:
x

Inspection of drains on a five-yearly basis

x

Spraying of weeds by C&M Business Unit

x

Aerial surveying of stop bank levels.

In addition, Council are responsible for the following activities related to WRC’s flood protection assets:
x

Cleaning of pump station screens

x

Pump station monitor readings and recording.

A responsibilities document is currently being drafted to define the maintenance activities undertaken by Council and
WRC on flood protection assets.

5.7 RENEWAL PLAN
Renewals for land drainage assets have traditionally been based on year to year assessments or as assets fail. Renewals
are considered by the individual Land Drainage Committees prior to the LTP process. The 2018-28 LTP includes a 10 year
programme for renewals.
The development of a risk based land drainage renewal programme taking into account criticality, repair histories, and
other factors has been identified as an improvement project.

5.8 ASSET CREATION
Asset creation is the process driven by consumer growth or LOS. This involves the design and construction of new assets
which increase the capacity or performance of the system. Asset creation is necessary to accommodate growth, changes
in LOS or customer demand.
Generally, there are no major new works identified for land drainage for the period of this plan. However, Council is
responsible for providing all farm operators with an outlet to the land drainage network. In instances where farms are
subdivided, new drainage assets are created and vested in Council.
Stop banks must be built up to accommodate rising sea levels in the long term and therefore are not included in this plan.
The 30-year Infrastructure Strategy has allowance for this activity.

5.9 DISPOSAL PLAN
Disposal is any activity associated with disposal of a decommissioned asset, including sale, demolition or relocation. Asset
disposal requires making the site safe, removing surplus structures, and covering the costs of any environmental
remediation. These costs are generally included as part of the capital project.
There are no significant land drainage assets identified for disposal for the period of this plan.
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SECTION 6: RISK MANAGEMENT
6.1

OVERVIEW

Risk management is an inherent part of Council’s overall management philosophy and is incorporated in all of our land
drainage management practices. Risk is managed through development and ongoing review of activity risk assessments,
as well as through emergency response planning, contingency planning, routine monitoring and maintenance response.

6.2 RISK MANAGEMENT APPROACH
Council’s Risk Management Policy (February 2013) outlines its stance and approach to risk management. It gives effect
to Council’s objectives and commitment to risk management and outlines the rationale for managing risk, the
accountabilities for risk management, how risk management performance will be measured and reported and the
commitment to periodic review and improvement.
Council follows a traditional risk management approach that is underpinned by the following risk hierarchy (decreasing
order):
Corporate risk register
For enterprise wide approach to ensure a comprehensive review of all potential risks across the whole organisation

Departmental Risk Register
For operational use to ensure department specific risks are captured

Activity risk assessment
Undertaken as part of the ongoing development of the AMPs

Project risk assessments
Undertaken typically with the project definition process
The risk management process is designed to ensure that:
x

All significant risks to the community, landowners, the environment and council are identified and understood

x

The highest risks that should be addressed in the short to medium term are identified

x

Risk reduction treatments which best meet business needs are applied

x

Responsibilities for managing risk are allocated to specific staff.

The risk management process adopted by Council is consistent with Australian/New Zealand Standard AS/NZ ISO
31000:2009 as shown in Figure 6-1 which defines the generally accepted process for risk assessment and management.
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Establishing the
context
Risk Assessment

Risk
Evaluation

Monitoring & Review

Communication & Consultation

Risk
Identification

Risk
Management

Risk Treatment

Analyse & Treat
Residual Risks

Figure 6-1: Risk Management Framework & Process

6.3 RISK CONTEXT
There are eight areas of impact reflecting the extent of the consequences assessed including financial, health and safety,
operational capability, reputation and natural environment. Events leading to failure to achieve defined LOS, and
therefore compromising achievement of goals have been identified as activity risks.
The matrix of consequence and likelihood ratings is used to assess the level of risk. Events are ranked as low, moderate,
high or extreme risk. Asset risks have then been compared, ranked and mitigation options assessed for all risks identified.
The full activity risk register is detailed in Appendix 9.2. This shows all the risks identified, the existing and additional
controls through mitigation strategies which will be implemented to result in the residual risk rating.

6.4 HIGH RISK EVENTS
The activity review as part of the development of the 2018 AMP identified ten risk events with two classified as extreme,
five as high and one as moderate. Six events are common to all four waters and two are specific to the land drainage
activity. Table 6-1 highlights the top four events and their causes.
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Table 6-1 High risk events
Risk Event

Risk Cause

Initial Risk

Infrastructure (culverts and outlet structures)
becomes inundated and can no longer function
as intended.

Sea level rise.

Poor or incomplete asset management
practices including AMP lifecycle management
plans (LCMP) and asset condition assessments.

Lack of knowledge, limited information and analysis to
date.

High

Infrastructure failure e.g. stop bank, flood gate
or pump station causing evacuation of
communities and / or damage to property or
pasture.

Unclear ownership, identification, responsibility and access
for floodgates, culverts, stopbanks and pump stations;

High

Extreme

Lack of maintenance;
Unplanned works compromise integrity.

6.5 RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
The risks identified through these processes are a key input into identification and prioritisation of programmes and
projects. Council has planned to address these highest risk events through the following mitigation strategies.
x

Developing SOPs for critical activities

x

Working in conjunction with WRC on climate change impacts and modelling

x

Developing strategies for critically affected land drainage components

x

Developing a service level agreement with WRC so there are clear documented roles and responsibilities
including emergency response planning and any maintenance work undertaken by Council as a management fee

x

Continue with regular inspections of land drainage assets.

6.6 EMERGENCY RISK PLANNING
Business Continuity Plans (BCP) are developed to coordinate efforts for keeping Council business operating through high
risk events such as pandemics, staff death and terrorism as well as if a place of business such as the main office building
is affected by adverse physical conditions. Events may include earthquakes, storm, unhealthy building (i.e. asbestos), fire,
crime, prolonged IT outage, or the death of a person in a key role.
Council has an existing BCP (2001) for response processes to be implemented for any major interruption to business
operations and service delivery.
Emergency Response Plans (ERP) are very important for three waters and identified as an issue with the Edgecumbe flood
event. The Development of an ERP jointly with WRC for the land drainage activity has been identified as an improvement
project.

6.7 CLIMATE CHANGE AND RESILIENCE
The latest climate change projections from the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) have been translated for
New Zealand. From a planning perspective, the major changes are expected to be:
x

A change in frequency of extreme events –such as storm intensity, heavy rainfall, drought, wind extremes and
thunderstorms rather than a change in average conditions locally;

x

Higher temperatures - temperatures are likely to be 0.7˚C to 1.1˚C warmer by 2040 than in 1995, and 0.7˚C to
3.1˚C warmer by 2090;

x

Rising sea levels - the IPCC forecasts just under a metre sea level rise by late this century (the Waikato Regional
Council forecast that a minimum of 0.8m sea level rise is expected by 2090 relative to 1990);

x

A change in rainfall patterns.

Climate change is a major management issue facing all infrastructure providers and the built environment. Sea levels are
predicted to change as a result of climate change. The southern Firth of Thames has been identified by Ministry for the
Environment (MfE) as an area at risk of coastal inundation due to the effects of sea level rise.
The likely climate change impact on Hauraki’s land drainage network that will be considered with any long-term planning
are:
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The current projection for sea level rise may result in the need for stopbank heights to be re-assessed. Inundation
modelling would be required to ascertain the level to which design specifications would need to be changed (WRC is
currently working on this).
The Waitakaruru-Miranda area currently receives a lower level of service for flood protection than the rest of the Plains.
The stopbanks in this area are owned by the Hauraki District Council which provides for protection of the area from a 2%
AEP (compared to the 1% AEP protection for the WRC’s stopbanks). It is likely that a sea level rise breach of the
Waitakaruru stopbanks would occur in the next 30 years if defenses were not increased due to the lower level of service
combined with the projected sea level rise. Staff are currently assessing options for consideration by the Council to
increase the level of service.
Increased ponding events will result in the Council needing to operate the drainage pumps more frequently.
Sea level rise will mean that drainage pumping will occur progressively more often until such time as the water in the land
drains can only be pumped as the level in the receiving water at low tide is below the current flood gates and drain levels.
Drainage in Kaiaua through the existing limited infrastructure will become increasingly difficult with the projected sea
level rise until the drainage network becomes non-functional. Only significant investment will provide a possible solution
i.e. new stopbanks and pumps – but with very permeable soils (unlike the Hauraki Plains) this may be difficult to achieve.
The recent Canterbury and Kaikoura earthquakes have highlighted the importance of resilient networks. Resilience is a
guiding principle in the National Infrastructure Plan, so that national infrastructure networks are able to cope with
significant disruption from natural disasters and hazards and adapt to changing circumstances. This is reinforced by the
vision for the 2015 National Infrastructure Plan as follows:
“By 2045 New Zealand’s infrastructure is resilient and coordinated and contributes to a strong economy and high
living standards”.
Council’s overall approach to resilience is to manage the risks where vulnerabilities and hazards are identified. Investment
is identified when required to reduce the risks and vulnerabilities of infrastructure such as the strengthening of the existing
assets.
Preventing adverse effects of climate change and natural hazards through careful planning of future development areas
is significantly more cost effective than trying to retrofit / mitigate later. With this approach we do not locate new
communities and supporting infrastructure in areas at significant risk from hazards. This will affect where our District
grows in the future and the form and affordability of development. Over the next three years we will look at what the
forecasted effects of climate change will mean for our land drainage services so that we can look at what we might need
to do.
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SECTION 7: FINANCIAL SUMMARY
7.1 FINANCIAL SUMMARY OVERVIEW
The total amount of expenditure for operations, maintenance and capital for the land drainage activity over the next ten
years is $13 million, as shown in Figure 7-1 and detailed in Table 7-1. This shows that the total operational annual costs
are about $1 million per annum and makes up most of the total forecast at 83 per cent. Renewals makes up most of the
capital expenditure.
1,200,000

Financial forecasts ($)

1,000,000

800,000

600,000

400,000

200,000

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28
OPEX

CAPEX renewals

CAPEX new works

Figure 7-1: Summary of land drainage total ten-year expenditure forecast
Source: LTP capital budgets (as at 12 December 2017 and uninflated)
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1,522,734

207,000

250,000

1,113,437

28,000

5,000

1,080,437

2019/20

Yr 2

1,152,418

-

67,000

1,085,418

2023/24

Yr 6

1,156,010

-

70,000

1,086,010

2024/25

Yr 7

1,309,633

-

223,000

1,086,633

2025/26

Yr 8

1,337,517

-

250,000

1,087,517

2026/27

Yr 9

1,387,814

-

300,000

1,087,814

2027/28

Yr 10

13,048,864

238,000

1,981,000

10,829,864

Total

Level of Service – Defined as capital expenditure that increases the service level delivered by the asset

Additional Capacity – Defined as capital expenditure that is required to provide additional capacity in whole or part under Council’s Development Contributions Policy.

x

x
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Renewals – Defined as capital expenditure that increases the life of an existing asset with no increase in service level. It replaces existing deteriorated assets or components
of assets to restore their remaining life and service potential

x

The Council has three categories of capital expenditure spread across its activities:

Capital expenditure is used to replace existing deteriorated assets or components of assets to restore their remaining life and service potential.

1,148,237

-

64,000

1,084,237

2022/23

Yr 5

x

1,544,477

-

461,000

1,083,477

2021/22

Yr 4

Operating expenditure is used to fund the ongoing day to day activities and services of the Council. It is expensed (not capitalised) work that continues the provision of
services provided by assets

1,376,586

3,000

291,000

1,082,586

2020/21

Yr 3

x

Expenditure types are defined and reported as follows:

7.2 EXPENDITURE CATEGORIES

1,887,260

-

CAPEX new works

TOTAL

862,000

CAPEX renewals

2018/19
1,065,734

2017/18

1,025,260

Yr 1

Current year

OPEX

District wide for
Land Drainage
activity

Table 7-1: Summary of land drainage ten-year expenditure forecast

2017/18 Opex is based on 2017/18 Annual Plan budgets.

x

188
13
237
30
285
253
60
175
(147)
1,094

Yr 2
2019/20

192
14
243
30
292
258
62
180
(157)
1,114

Yr 3
2020/21

197
14
249
31
299
263
63
184
(153)
1,147

Yr 4
2021/22

202
14
256
32
307
268
65
189
(140)
1,193

Yr 5
2022/23

208
15
262
33
316
273
67
194
(147)
1,221

Yr 6
2023/24

214
15
270
34
324
278
68
200
(154)
1,249

Yr 7
2024/25

220
16
278
35
334
284
70
205
(160)
1,282

Yr 8
2025/26

226
16
286
36
344
290
72
211
(157)
1,324

Yr 9
2026/27

234
17
295
37
355
297
75
218
(152)
1,376

Yr 10
2027/28
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There is a total of $2.2 million for capital expenditure planned for the land drainage activity for the next ten years as shown in Table 7-3. Reconstruction renewals makes up most
of the ten-year capital budgets at $950k followed by flume replacements at $400k.

7.4 CAPITAL EXPENDITURE SUMMARY

Forecast is inflated

x

183
13
231
29
265
249
59
168
(157)
1,040

Yr 1
2018/19

Based on workshop 8c LTP activities (as at 11 January 2018)

184
13
180
29
257
222
59
232
(150)
1,026

Current yr
17/18

x

Notes on the operational expenditure are:

Vegetation Control
Maintenance/Fencing/Culverts
Mechanical Cleaning
Floodgates
Pumps
Overheads
Other
Depreciation
Interest
TOTAL

EXPENDITURE

Table 7-2: Summary of land drainage operational expenditure

The recommended ten-year operational expenditure forecast for the land drainage activity is shown in Table 7-2 with $10.8 million forecast over the next ten years. The annual
operational expenditure is about $1 million per annum.

7.3 OPERATIONAL EXPENDITURE SUMMARY

2018/19

2017/18

-

Flume Replacement

Floodgates

204,000

Structures

Budgets are inflated.

x

33,726

Based on workshop 8c LTP budgets as at 12 December 2017

457,000

0

-

3,066

25,550

-

-

-

5,110

2019/20

Yr 2

x

Notes on the capital expenditure are:

Total

0

3,000

Culverts

New works - growth

-

SCADA Installation

862,000

250,000

Reconstruction

New works - levels of service

-

862,000

Yr 1

Current
year

Pumpscreens

Renewals

Capital Expenditure Forecast

Table 7-3: Summary of land drainage planned capital expenditure

307,379

0

-

3, 137

-

304,242

-

-

-

2020/21

Yr 3

493,064

0

-

-

-

-

427,821

-

65,243

2021/22

Yr 4

70,026

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

70,026

2022/23

Yr 5

74,994

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

74,994

2023/24

Yr 6

80,233

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

80,233

2024/25

Yr 7

261,732

0

-

-

-

-

-

176,053

85,679

2025/26

Yr 8

300,465

0

-

-

-

-

-

300,465

-

2026/27

Yr 9

369,211

0

-

-

-

-

-

369,211

-

2027/28

Yr 10
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2,447,830

-

204,000

9,203

25,550

304,242

427,821

1,095,729

381,285

Total

7.5 IMPLICATIONS OF MEETING BUDGET LIMITATIONS
The implications of meeting land drainage budget limitations, including justification for the expenditure forecast and
consequences if the budget is reduced, are summarised in Table 7-4.
Table 7-4: Justification for land drainage expenditure forecasts
Expenditure
Programme

Justification

Consequences if budget reduced

Opex

To meet respond to impact of flood impact.

Increased risk of pastoral damage and / or
evacuation of communities.

Capex renewals

Adequate renewals to optimise life of assets.

Increase in backlog that may never be addressed
adequately.

Adequate service levels for land drainage protection.

Increased risk of pastoral damage and / or
evacuation of communities.

SCADA Installation to understand performance of land
drainage schemes and provide real time information
for operations and long term planning.

May be safety issues.

Capex new works

7.6 FINANCIAL POLICIES AND FUNDING
The land drainage activity will be funded in accordance with the financial policies of Council as indicated below.
Table 7-5: Funding strategy for land drainage
Programme

Funding mechanism

Operational

Funded through targeted rates

Renewal

Provided through targeted rates

LOS

Loan funded

Growth

Recovered through development and financial contributions (TBC)

7.7 ASSET VALUES AND DEPRECIATION
The value of the land drainage activity is shown in Table 7-6.
Table 7-6: Land drainage asset summary
Land drainage asset class

Optimum Replacement Cost
(ORC)

Optimum Depreciated
Replacement Cost (ODRC)

Annual Depreciation

Rural Drains

$2,926,800

$2,897,500

$0

Stopbanks

$4,697,800

$4,462,900

$23,500

Floodgates

$4,086,600

$3,569,100

$116,700

Pumping stations

$2,148,300

$449,100

$41,500

Sub-total

$13,859,500

$11,378,600

$181,700

Stopbanks

$4,732,300

$4,495,600

$23,700

Floodgates

$8,219,000

$1,290,300

$150,200

$537,100

$112,300

$10,400

$13,488,400

$5,898,200

$184,300

$27,347,900

$17,276,800

$366,000

Drainage assets

Flood Protection assets

Pumping stations
Sub-total
Total

Source: Hauraki District Council (as at 1 March 2018)
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7.8 ASSUMPTIONS AND CONFIDENCE LEVELS
7.8.1 FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS
The assumptions upon which the financial needs are based include the following:
x

Opex costs are based on Council’s on workshop 8c LTP activities (as at 11 January 2018)

x

Capital costs are based on Council’s workshop 8c LTP budgets (as at 12 December 2017)

x

Forecasts are inflated

x

Based on information available and provided by Council’s Infrastructure Systems and Planning Manager

x

Based on existing legislation and service levels

x

The order of priority or call on funds by Council is generally:

x

o

Operations and maintenance

o

Renewals

o

New works for increased service level improvement

o

New works for growth.

Useful asset lives are based on estimates by actual performance, industry standards and valuers as recorded in
our AMPs. We are in the process of improving our level and accuracy of asset data for core infrastructure
recognising the current information could be improved. If an asset were to fail or wear out significantly earlier
than its estimated life, capital projects could be brought forward which would affect interest costs and possibly
depreciation expense.

7.8.2 CONFIDENCE OF FINANCIAL FORECASTS
Considering the assumptions made in deriving the future financial needs of the service, asset needs and the historical
levels of expenditure for the activity, the reliability of the financial forecast to deliver the current level of service is assessed
as follows:
Table 7-7: Confidence in land drainage financial forecasts
Information type

Degree of
confidence

Expenditure projections

Medium

Comments
The operational projections are largely based on historical operational
budgets. Renewals are based on preliminary analysis but further asset analysis
is required to develop a risk based renewal programme as identified in the
Improvement Programme.
There is a degree of confidence that the projections are based on appropriate
budgeting and approval processes and represents the best available
information.

Asset values

Medium to high

Asset values are based on the asset valuation as at 1 July 2017.

Depreciation

Medium

The assessment of useful lives and the calculation of depreciation expense are
undertaken on an annual basis.

Funding sources

Medium to high

Most capital renewal expenditure will be funded by targeted rates.
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SECTION 8: ASSET MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAMME
8.1

OVERVIEW

Council is committed to continue with good practice AM as a sustainable standard for its land drainage activity. A key
feature in Council’s AM framework is to continue to improve practices, processes and tools. This is essential to ensure
the asset system and services are effectively managed.
Through the initiatives presented in this section, Council is committed to appropriate AM practices. This practice is being
developed in keeping with the NAMS practice as presented in their suite of AM publications including the 2015 IIMM.
Council is committed to delivering the most appropriate levels of service balanced with affordability and good industry
practice.

8.1.1 AM POLICY
Council adopted its revised AM Policy in June 2017 for its network services and community facilities. Council will manage
the District’s assets and deliver associated activities in a cost effective, sustainable and well planned and coordinated
manner to provide agreed levels of service.
Council has committed through its AM Policy that it will provide intermediate AM status as defined in the IIMM for its
land drainage activity. This is the most appropriate status for the scale, value and risk for this activity.

8.1.2 KEY IMPROVEMENTS
The improvement opportunities described in this section have been identified throughout the development of this AMP.
The most significant gaps were found in the life cycle management and renewals planning and risk management AM areas.
The main improvement objectives to be achieved in the next three years due to their priority and importance for achieving
intermediate improvement for the land drainage activity include:
x

Develop a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with WRC so there are clear documented roles and responsibilities
including emergency response planning and any maintenance work undertaken by Council as a management fee

x

Schedule the maintenance inspection dates as required by the asset criticality and good practice

x

Develop a risk based land drainage renewal programme taking into account criticality, repair histories, and other
factors

x

Develop an ERP jointly with WRC for the land drainage activity.

8.2 AM PRACTICES
This section discusses the status of Council’s current AM practices and identifies practices the organisation wishes to use.
The key AM practices can be grouped into three broad areas.

Processes

Information Systems

Data

•The necessary processes,
analysis and evaluation
techniques needed for
lifecycle asset
management

•The information support
systems that support the
above processes and
which store and
manipulate asset data

•Data available for
manipulation by
information systems to
support asset
management decision
making

Figure 8-1: AM practice areas
The improvements are based on the opportunities identified through the plan’s development only. It is proposed to
undertake a practices’ review of land drainage services in the short to medium term. A formal practices’ review will assist
in prioritising initiatives through a gap analysis across the whole business, and identify and prioritise AM improvements.
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8.2.1 DATA
Data quality is important for end users so that they can have confidence in making an analysis using that data. The
inventory completeness for land drainage asset classes are shown in Table 8-1. This shows that asset data is mostly
complete as a measure but not for condition.
Table 8-1: Land drainage inventory completeness and accuracy
Inventory Data Completeness (%)

Asset Class

Inventory Data Accuracy

Measure

Age

Condition

Measure

Age

Condition

Land Drains

95

95

20

Reliable

Uncertain

Very Uncertain

Stopbanks

95

95

20

Reliable

Uncertain

Very Uncertain

Land Drainage Pump Stations

95

95

20

Reliable

Reliable

Very Uncertain

Source: AssetFinda (as at December 2017)

8.2.2 PROCESSES
The key AM processes for the land drainage activity are summarised in Table 8-2.
Table 8-2: AM process summary
AM Process Area

Purpose

Status / enhancements

Pump record data collection

Asset data including pump record data is
collected to ensure complete and accurate
data is available for AM decision making.

A methodology for maintaining pump records has
been identified as an improvement project so
there is consistency.

Asset valuations

Asset valuations are coordinated
Council’s Finance Department.

by

None identified at this stage.

Risk management framework

Enterprise wide approach to ensure a
comprehensive review of all potential risks
across the whole Council.

None identified at this stage.

8.2.3 SYSTEMS
Information systems are essential for storing and analysing asset information to make good AM decisions. The key AM
information systems used for managing the land drainage activity are summarised in Table 8-3.
Table 8-3: AM systems summary
Information System

Purpose

Status

HDC Service

Customer enquiries / requests for service
/complaints

No changes proposed at this time.

Authority

Records financial information

No changes proposed at this time.

AssetFinda

AMS for all water services for recording
asset information

Review the integration of systems including
WaterOutlook and AssetFinda.

WaterOutlook

Records operational data

As above.

Consents consolidated spreadsheet

Records environmental management
information related to consents

No changes proposed at this time.

8.3 THREE YEAR IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME
Key improvement programmes and associated projects have been developed through a review of the gaps identified
during the development of this draft AMP and the issues identified. The three year improvement programme is
summarised in Table 8-4.
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Review the spare parts / spare assets
held in stock.

4

5

6

Lifecycle
management
planning

7

Schedule the maintenance inspection
dates as required by the asset
criticality and good practice.

3

Asset Data

Renewal planning

Develop a Service Level Agreement
(SLA) with WRC so there are clear
documented roles and
responsibilities including emergency
response planning and any
maintenance work undertaken by
Council as a management fee.

2

Levels of Service

Develop a risk based land drainage
renewal programme taking into
account criticality, repair histories,
and other factors.

Develop a consistent methodology
for maintaining pump records.

Review the land drainage LOS as part
of the 2018 land drainage AMP
development.

Strengthen the influence of the
Infrastructure Strategy to the 2018
Land Drainage AMP, particularly in
relation to risk management.

1

Strategic Planning

Action

Project
No.

AM Improvement
Area

Table 8-4: Improvement plan summary

2018/19

2018/19

2017/18

2017/18

2017/18

Sept 2017

2017/18

Indicative
Timeframe

High

Medium

High

High

High

High

High

Priority

Infrastructure Systems
and Planning Manager

Infrastructure Systems
and Planning Manager

Infrastructure Systems
and Planning Manager

Infrastructure Systems
and Planning Manager

Infrastructure Systems
and Planning Manager

Infrastructure Systems
and Planning Manager

Infrastructure Systems
and Planning Manager

Responsibility

To start (as new
project added in)

Not programmed
to start

To start

Underway

To start

Underway

To start (as new
project added in)

Status
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Added in as part of Council’s move to being more
proactive AM.

From the current Improvement Programme.

From the current AM Improvement Programme.

This was identified as a key issue with Morrison
Low’s peer review. Council undertakes. Council
manages some Regional Council land drainage
assets for a management fee.

From the current AM Improvement Programme.

Incorporate the recommendations from the
Morrison Low Peer Review (May 2017) and
templates provided in June 2017.

Identified with the Morrison Low Peer Review
(May 2017).

Comments

11

Complete a formal AM practices
review of the land drainage activity.

Capture the scheduled maintenance
such as drain spraying in the Asset
Management System (AssetFinda).
2019/20

2018/19

2017/18

Sept 2017

Indicative
Timeframe

High

Medium

High

High

Priority

Infrastructure Systems
and Planning Manager

Infrastructure Systems
and Planning Manager

Infrastructure Systems
and Planning Manager

Infrastructure Systems
and Planning Manager

Responsibility

Not programmed
to start yet (new
project added in)

Not programmed
to start

To start (as new
project added in)

Underway

Status

This will identify initiatives through a gap analysis
across the whole business.

From the current AM Improvement Programme.

ERPs are very important for land drainage and
identified as an issue with the Edgecumbe flood
event.

Risk events were reviewed and discussed at the
workshop as at June 2017.

Comments

The plan will be formally reviewed three yearly to assess adequacy
and effectiveness.
The KPIs identified in this table will be monitored and reported on
annually through Business Plans.
Tracking the progress of implementing the improvement programme
quarterly particularly of projects in the short term improvement
programme.

AMP Review
(internal)

AMP Peer Review

Monitoring and
Reporting

Implementation of
the Improvement
Programme

Annually

Three Yearly

Annually

Quarterly

Revise plan annually to incorporate new knowledge from the AM
improvement programme.

Formal adoption of the plan by Council.

AMP Development

Three yearly

Action

Review Task

Frequency

Table 8-5: Monitoring and review summary

100%
Achievement

100%
Achievement

100%
Achievement

Quarterly Reports

Business Plan
Report

External
Consultant Report

Internal Report

Council AMP
Report

100%
Achievement
100%
Achievement

Report Name

KPI
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Engineering Services Group Management
and LTP team

Engineering Services Group Management
and LTP team

Engineering Services Group Management,
LTP team, and Audit New Zealand

Engineering Services Group Management

Council and Audit New Zealand

Audience

The AMP is a living document and needs to be kept current and relevant. It is recognised that priorities will change which makes review activities even more important to ensure this
plan is a live document. The following review activities will be undertaken:

8.4 IMPROVEMENT MONITORING

Asset Practices

10

Develop an ERP jointly with WRC for
the land drainage activity.

9

System
Improvements

Update the activity risk register as
part of the 2018 Land Drainage AMP
development.

8

Risk Management

Action

Project
No.

AM Improvement
Area

SECTION 9: APPENDICES
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We provide
ongoing safe,
well-managed
and maintained
core
infrastructure

x

2 working days

1 hour

2 working days

1 hour

75%

>80%

100%
completion of
annual works
programme

2020/21 Target

2 working days

1 hour

75%

>80%

100%
completion of
annual works
programme

2021 to 2028
target

HDC Service for
response times from
contractor's records

Annual customer
satisfaction survey

Number of properties
counted from request
for service system, field
staff reports or the
public;

Progress is measured
against the works listed
in the Annual Plan.

Measurement
procedure
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The land drainage system is designed to remove, in 24 hours, a volume equivalent to full runoff of 38mm depth of precipitation. This runoff volume could result from between 40 and 128mm of actual rainfall, depending on soil and seasonal conditions and
antecedent rainfall. The 10% AEP Storm event is approx. 129mm/24hrs, as defined by HIRDS

2 working days

1 hour

75%

>80%

100%
completion of
annual works
programme

2019/20 Target

Non urgent service requests are all other service requests apart from urgent ones, where the response required are not that immediate e.g. normal maintenance or corrective action required

2 working days

1 hour

72%

>80%

100%
completion of
annual works
programme

2018/19 Target

4.

2 working days

1 hour

72%

>80%

100%
completion of
annual works
programme

Current Year
2017/8 Target

3.

Customer

(Survey results
expected)

New measure

(see note 1)

Unable to
measure

Baseline
(current
performance
for 2016/17)

Adverse weather conditions did not allow the necessary surveying work to proceed. The work is set to start as soon as weather / ground conditions improve.

Non-urgent service requests:

Urgent service requests:

Where the Council responds to a service request
regarding the Council’s Land Drainage and Flood
Protection systems, the following median response
times measured for:

Customer

Customer

Mandatory

Performance
measure type

Urgent service requests are defined as requests when emergency actions are required to protect people from injury and/or adverse health and safety consequences and assets from serious damage.

Timely response to
customer requests

Responsiveness

Percentage of affected customers satisfied with the
Land Drainage and Flood Protection services.

(see note 4)

Number of properties still ponding after 3 days from a
1 in 10-year event or less (impacting the pasture).

(such as this plan, annual works program or long-term
plan)

The major flood protection and control works that are
maintained, repaired and renewed to the key
standards defined in Council’s relevant planning
documents.

How we will measure our performance

2.

To provide reliable
land drainage
networks

Pasture protection is
provided

Level of service

Quality - reliability

Safety – flood
protection

Key service attribute

1.

Notes:

We provide a
range of services
and facilities to
meet our
District's needs
and expectations
for a safe
environment

x

Prepared Hauraki:

Community Outcomes

9.1 FULL LEVELS OF SERVICE TABLE

9.2 LAND DRAINAGE ACTIVITY RISK REGISTER
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